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Daniel Rosehill Blog
Linux, writing, and more

About

Hi, I’m Daniel!

I currently work as a ghostwriter on behalf of predominantly technology clients — with a little

bit of public affairs work thrown in for good measure.

I write white papers, e-books, and articles about subjects ranging from big

data APIs to industrial �ltration systems and cybersecurity certi�cations.

It’s all of the writing and none of the credit (I stole that line from a writer on

Medium!)

As a writer and a tech enthusiast, it’s usually a good �t — although I

sometimes miss the non-writing aspects of marketing that I also have

experience and interest in.

Before embarking on the crazy but ful�lling journey of self-employment, I managed Marketing

Communications (MarCom) for two SaaS companies — one dealing in political technology and

the other in remote monitoring systems for critical infrastructure sectors. There’s also a brief

tenure at a PR �rm on my resume.

Outside of my professional endeavors, I’m quite interested in technology, open source, and

Linux — as this blog probably makes clear!

I also like learning languages, travel (I live in Jerusalem!), ethnic cooking (Indian and Ethiopian

mostly), as well as several obscure subjects ranging from �ags to Turkish coffee.

One day, I will get round to writing about them all here!
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I’m often told by guests and visitors that I have assembled what might be one of the best-

stocked pantries people have seen in a private household (above) — a re�ection of the various

obscure ingredients I have at various stages taken an interest in. It’s not actually one of the

best-stocked pantries in a house, but it is testament to the seriousness with which I pursue my

various hobbies.
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Bière Du Dan: My one and only

attempt at homebrewing!

I’m originally from Ireland but now live in Jerusalem (here’s a very long post comparing the two

countries on, hopefully, an apolitical basis).

Talking about the “old country” ranks as one of my least favorite but most frequently repeated

conversations as an ex-pat.

So I will do the written equivalent of feigning to have a hearing problem and leave talking about

my time there until later.

Although I write professionally, and originally aspired to be a journalist, I haven’t found time to

update a blog in some years — and my bylined output has practically screeched to a halt as my

ghostwriting work and the general busy-ness of acclimating to life in a new country have

together slowly monopolized my time.

Thus, when this webpage �nally becomes active (which, based on my current post frequency

would mean updating it more than twice a year!) the content will likely be a bit sporadic in both

tone and subject.

But bear with me dear friends and family — I plan on getting worthwhile content out in writing,

audio, and video this year!

So, What Do I Do Besides Write?

Where else can I be found online and what else do I do?

I try my best to keep a modest digital footprint

despite being relatively decent at doing just the

opposite of that for clients (itself something to

document in time!).

But, besides spending prodigious amounts of time

procrastinating:
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I recently co-founded a podcast called The Borderliners Podcast. There’s only been two

episodes at the time of writing but getting more guests is on the to-do list! I’ve also

recorded a few episodes of another podcast about technology for writers which has

similarly sat languishing since pre-wedding days.

Speaking of which — I recently got married and concocted a massively unnecessary social

media campaign to promote it and attract international attendees (AKA friends from

Ireland). Nobody is quite sure what the purpose was, including me, but it was fun to put

together, I learned some new marketing skills (need a robocalling consultant anyone?), and I

was delighted that many more than I expected hopped on a plane to be there, spurred,

surely (at least in part), by a sense of FOMO at potentially missing out on the

“#weddingoalifetime.” There’s a post about the whole campaign here.

I may (or may not be) the ‘Dan’ behind the similarly unnecessarily aggressive promotion of

‘Taverne Du Dan‘. If you’re an acquaintance visiting Jerusalem, you should de�nitely stop

by! Next year’s improvements include building a full outdoor bar and installing an outdoor

surround sound system.

I buy large quantities of ridiculous items from Aliexpress, I would like to do the same for

Amazon but haven’t found much to buy there yet.

I cook curry a lot and maintain a vast pantry, as mentioned. I also like Gastronorm pans.

I learn languages, explore cultures, and travel. I speak decent Spanish, French, and Hebrew;

I have a smattering of Italian and Portuguese.

Under a previous name and iteration I spent years contributing articles to IrishCentral,

among other websites and print publications, straddling both Irish media and more

mainstream outlets. You can see the ‘bylined’ archive here; resuming that written work is

another item on the to-do list.

I recently set up a non-private account on Github and intend posting a couple of

interesting repositories in the near future.

I’m constantly brainstorming new business ideas and have what I think is a hopeful one for

enterprise backups at the back of my head. I made a little headway on an idea for identity

authentication that was made largely redundant by blockchain’s takeover. My focus at the

moment is on building my writing business, but I am con�dent that launching a startup is in

my future — just a little down the line.

And, of course, I am the author of several hundred articles, blogs, speeches and keynotes,

white papers, and e-books attributed to other people, typically my clients. A great claim to

obscurity, you might say!

Noteworthy Historical Epochs of my Life

The Pre-University Era
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The creepy electronic frog at

Duthie Park, Aberdeen is one

of my �rst memories. For a

YouTube video, click here.

Thanks to “Blau Von T” who had the wisdom I

lacked to take a screenshot of the former site!

I was born in Dublin but spent a few years in my childhood

living in Aberdeen, Scotland and The Hague, The Netherlands.

At some point, my family returned to Cork where I attended

the wonderful Presentation Brothers College (known

colloquially in Cork as ‘Pres’).

I am probably best remembered by my former peers there (at

least those who I am no longer in touch with) for devising a

unique form of transport down school corridors that used a

backpack as a form of improvised bobsleigh. That, or changing

the screensavers on all the library’s computers to an image of

The Morbegs.

My memories of Cork, besides school and college, are bound up with the synagogue which my

late grandfather Fred Rosehill (ז.ל) ran.

As people are perpetually intrigued by the notion of Irish Jews, I simply refer those interested

to this excellent extract from an RTÉ program by Jenny O’Sullivan.

The UCC Era

After brie�y toying with the idea of studying towards a degree in air transport management at

Cranford University (who could resist the idea of studying at a campus with its own airport?),

or accepting an offer from NYU (agh, those are the tuition fees), and then discounting

Manchester University (too gray!), I opted instead to pursue the far more vanilla option of

studying Law in the very local surroundings of University College Cork (UCC).

Unfortunately (for my family’s expectations)

learning the nuances of Irish Contract Law

had lost its appeal within a year, but I was

swiftly able to re-channel my creative

energies into student journalism, during

which I realized that writing about my

friend’s upcoming trip to Mongolia and

attending free gigs under the guise of being

a local “reviewer” was a lot more ful�lling, and congruous with my personality, than training to

be an aspiring lawyer.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t8EX2YruHEg
https://dsrghostwriting.com/bylined/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2019/03/The-Mongol-Rally-_-Daniel-Rosehill-_-English-home.pdf
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After brie�y grappling with the question of why my university only had a paper-based student

newspaper, I founded the �rst ever student news website for UCC, which quickly grew to be an

all-consuming endeavor as well as one of the most visited student websites in Ireland.

It also turned into a nice sideline thanks to some banner advertising by a national

telecommunications provider as well as miscellaneous local businesses.

Highlights of running ‘CSN’ were interviewing the university president, joining a campaign

against a graduation fee, and helping carry out a nationwide survey about students’ expected

voting habits. It also entitled me to hold an NUJ press card — which proved to be useful at

times!

During my �rst summer in UCC, I had the

opportunity to intern at Irish Central (largely on

account of my student journalism clips, which I

would otherwise have had to scan!).

That summer — split between New York City, Irish-

American strongholds in the Tri-State area, and

Orlando, Florida — was a particularly hot one —

just as this rather unkind dramatization of my

comments by a former colleague makes clear!

Sharing a tiny dorm with a Korean guy and a fellow

summer transplant from the south (just America’s

south), I learned much about beer’s cooling and hydrating properties while I covered Irish

dancing championships and — much more seriously — caught some of the working visit of the

Irish Taoiseach (Prime Minister) to the City at an event held by the newspaper at the Irish

Consulate General.

I subsequently wrote for Irish Central and its sister print publication, The Irish Voice on a remote

basis for a number of years as well as several other publications including a Jewish magazine

based in Brooklyn (those would be those incongruous clips about web �ltering) as well as a

business website.

The IrishCentral work provided some interesting journalistic follow–up opportunities such as

the chance to speculate about Ireland’s then-impending economic collapse on prime-time

Canadian television and to be part of the of�cial media pool covering the historic State visit to

Ireland of H.M. Queen Elizabeth II.

https://www.danielrosehill.co.il/myblog/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2019/11/1405.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cork_Student_News
https://www.irishexaminer.com/ireland/education/students-protest-over-planned-euro65-graduation-fee-117033.html
https://issuu.com/thecollegetribune/docs/college_tribune_issue_9/15
http://www.irishcentral.com/
https://www.irishcentral.com/news/sweaty-irish-students-cant-take-the-nyc-heat-97910749-237703621
http://communitym.com/article.asp?article_id=102260
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The �rst experienced taught me that coming onto any kind of broadcast media unprepared is

indeed a bad thing (the clip has mercifully disappeared from the CTV archives site, but I believe

that my response to whether I thought the Irish government would take a bailout was “it might

happen, or it might not.”) The second was truly a chance to watch history in the making.

During my last year at UCC, my website expanded nationally and I ran it on a full-time basis for

a year after graduating, participating in the �rst intake of the university’s IGNITE business

accelerator program. Towards the program, a private buyer — also coincidentally based in New

York City — bought the website for SEO purposes.

And that wrapped up part one of the student journalism era.

(The other major development from this time period is getting into Linux; a fortuitous

recommendation from a friend’s brother when my laptop had gone Blue Screen of Death. More

than ten years, dozens of ‘experiments’, server installations, and desktop and laptop

reinstallations later, it’s still my day to day operating system of choice. I owe a lot to Linux, but

particularly my interest in technology — and the fact that I can make a living in good part by

writing about it.)

The London Era

Having decided that journalism rather than law was the way to go (and having evidently never

conducted research into these careers’ wildly differing salary trajectories!), I moved to London

for a year where I studied for, and completed, a Master’s degree in Political Journalism at City

University.

Simultaneously, I set about exploring the city’s many wonderful ethnic markets and eating

curry on a daily basis.

The smell of curry, the taste of �at ale on a hot summer’s day, and the layout of the London

Underground are my abiding memories of the city.

My Master’s Thesis for that degree, which I wrote back in Cork, dealt with the Irish

Government’s promotion of The Gathering diaspora initiative, examining how the theory of

framing affected communication between a government and its worldwide diaspora, mediated

by niche publications such as those I had written for in New York.

For copyright reasons, the thesis cannot be made publicly accessible, but I’m happy to share

the PDF with anybody that is interested (although be warned: it’s really pretty dry reading!).

https://www.ucc.ie/en/news/archive/2014andbeyond/2012/ucc-sparks-entreprenuers.html
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The Vconnecta era in progress! Great

memories of chicken going out the window.

The Vconnecta Era

Shortly after �nishing my thesis, I was lucky

enough to get a job. as the titular “Marcom

Manager” at a political technology startup run by

a close friend of mine.

The position involved spearheading such

noteworthy events as a commercial pub crawl

and accrediting myself with an introductory

diploma in event management from the Cork

College of Commerce (yes, I actually �nished the

course!).

At the time, it was a four person company consisting of the CEO, two eager young developers,

and myself— that wonderfully early stage of growth when the harsh wind of professionalism

has yet to blow through a company and “company culture” extends no further than a shared

love of supermarket beer.

The company has since gone on to achieve great things internationally. This is thoroughly well-

deserved given that its culture — now, I hear, more seriously crafted and injected with the

aforementioned winds of professionalism — was both genuinely fun and virtually bereft of the

many less desirable facets of working at a startup.

Making Aliyah /The Jerusalem Era (Ongoing!)

Having completed my education and worked for a couple of years in Ireland I �gured it was

about time to ful�ll my lifelong dream of moving to Israel — which, in Hebrew, is known as

‘making aliyah’.

(‘Aliyah’ means an ‘ascension’ in Hebrew, denoting the idea that one moving from the diaspora

to the Holy Land is moving up in the spiritual ranks, so to speak.)

In retrospect, it isn’t surprising that my decision to

emigrate took many of my friends in Ireland by

surprise.

I believed then, as I do now, that living as any kind of

minority (religious, ethnic, or otherwise) is an

undesirable situation which is better avoided if

https://www.danielrosehill.co.il/myblog/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2019/11/VConnect-300x169.jpg
http://www.ecanvasser.com/
http://www.peoplesrepublicofcork.com/eventguide/event_info_right.php?&id=6075752
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I enjoy online shopping — and

it is better in the US!

possible — but probably seldom, if ever, publicly

articulated that belief.

I had also begun increasing my level of religious

observance since participating in a Birthright trip and

Cork — with its Jewish population of my family and a

single handful more — did not provide good amenities

for such a lifestyle. In other words, I was tired of

ordering �sh and pasta and wanted to live in a country

where I was the norm rather than part of an

inconsequential minority.

There’s a lot more detail about my feelings about Judaism, Israel, and how I see my identity in

the Ireland/Israel post.

What Does the Future Hold? (Some Heavy
Ruminating)

Having now been in Jerusalem for close on �ve years, I’m occasionally (and naturally) asked

whether I intend “staying”, which often carries the unspoken subtext “for life”.

The only truthful answer I can advance is “I can’t predict the future.”

For Jews, living in Israel has many advantages (particularly

one, like me, of a somewhat religiously observant inclination),

but also many �aws, which I am increasingly not shy about

discussing openly (there is strong pushback against this from

certain quarters!).

The relentlessly high cost of living, the political climate, the

extreme cost of property, and the often sti�ing and maddening

bureaucracy are chief among them.

More signi�cantly, though, the very nature of the State is a

question that has stuck with me over the past few years — and

it’s a question that, for me at least, still doesn’t have a decisive

resolution.

https://www.danielrosehill.co.il/myblog/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2019/11/Hannah-me-wedding-sunset.jpg
https://www.danielrosehill.co.il/myblog/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2019/11/online_shopping.jpg
https://www.danielrosehill.co.il/myblog/ireland-vs-israel-my-thoughts-after-5-years/
https://www.danielrosehill.co.il/myblog/ireland-vs-israel-my-thoughts-after-5-years/
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I have read such wildly divergent treaties as Vayoel Moshe and Am HaBanim Smeicha in trying to

understand how — religiously — Jews should perceive their modern State.

And I see what I perceive to be a very obvious dissonance between many of the actions of the

government and the code of morality set down in the Jewish scriptures. Indeed, there are many

facets of Israeli society that I �nd disturbing on a religious level.

Depending on the season and my mood, I tend to vacillate somewhere between the moderate

poles of that argumentative spectrum. In principle, I think the foundation of the State of Israel

is a great thing — I’m just less sure about how it should look, where its current decisions are

taking it, and how that accords with Judaism.

Related to all of this speculating, I have a (academic, non-religious) interest in Ancient Israel,

which partially manifested itself in the typography for my wedding — as well as the fact that I

designed and printed what I believe may be among the �rst ever Grace after Meals typeset and

printed in the Paleo Hebrew script which was in use during the Biblical period.

My questions, in this respect, are juvenile and simply borne out of my inquisitive nature:

How did the people of the Bible look? What did they eat? And did they speak Hebrew like the

Ashkenazim, like the Sephardim, or like neither of the two (answer: more like Sephardim but also

different!).

Matters of ideology aside, what’s most important to me at this point is living somewhere I will be

happy in — and able, to a reasonable extent, to practice my religion.

So whether that’s “here” or some currently nebulous “there” only time will tell.

TL;DR: I occasionally get asked if I plan on staying in Israel, which I presume means for life. I

have some misgivings about the way the State is run and also really have no idea where my

career, and life, will take me.

Some Aspirations

Here are some miscellaneous future aspirations.

Some are very speci�c, others are more general.

http://www.danandhan.wedding/
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Some are very commonplace, others are less so.

These are laid out in no particular order of priority.

At some point, I would like:

To pass a Private Pilot’s License (PPL) — and masterfully execute a dif�cult crosswind

landing.

To compete in a powerlifting competition. My one-rep bench press personal best is

140KG. I’m con�dent that with training I could improve on that.

To learn to play the drums (I played the piano for ten years; it’s a lovely instrument but I

think I would be a better drummer!)

To write a book about Israel’s economic transformation from a socialist economy to a

�ercely capitalist one— laying out the bene�ts, exploring some of unintended results, and

exploring where the future might lie.

To write a screenplay about aliyah. One of my great childhood hobbies was making stop

motion Lego movies with a childhood friend. I need creativity to be happy. It’s time for a

more serious project!

To help repopularize barley bread. Fun fact: 100% barley bread precedes wheat bread and

was consumed widely in Ancient Israel. Due to its lower gluten content, it’s quite �at and

�rm and not very commonly produced these days.

To found a startup and help create jobs.

To found a startup that has no major potential for generating revenue but which would

simply be good for the world.

To be able to work for a year (or two, or a lifetime!) on passion projects without having to

worry about income. I guess my startup better be successful!

To typeset and custom print a siddur in Paleo Hebrew.

To build my own custom keyboard with at least 50 programmable macro keys.

To develop a prototype for a bean-to-cup automatic Turkish coffee maker. Or at least for

a powder-to-cup one (neither currently exist). Having to manually scoop out powder �ve

times a day gets tedious, you know?

There are countless more!

That’s about it for now.

Feel free to drop me a message at any time.

An old and much shorter description I wrote a couple of years ago (in the third person, for

reasons unknown) is below; I’ll leave it in place for posterity.

https://www.danielrosehill.co.il/
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Thank you for visiting!

Other FAQs

What’s up with the dates on this blog?

I like the Hebrew Calendar and this is my little attempt at raising awareness of it. This is the

WordPress plugin to enable the functionality. It replaces the the_date with the con�guration

you have chosen after enabling the plugin — the setting reverts to default upon uninstallation.

Headshot

735 KB / 300 DPI / 3088 × 3904 PX

**

Some More Photos!

Daniel is a marketing communications (ghost)writer and consultant who nowadays rarely enjoys
the light of a byline. He spends his days at the beck and call of software companies, penning
white papers and working on communication strategies. Their verticals vary widely; some are at
least tolerable to work with.
This blog has no real purpose other than to serve as an infrequently added-to repository for
some thoughts and ideas about various topics Daniel �nds of interest. This very limited range
includes technology, politics (forthcoming), and food. And by food, Daniel means to exclusively
refer to Indian curries.
If Daniel has told you about his scintillating password-protected private blog and given you the
access password, it’s here. Those who attempt to brute-force the login will be met with the iron-
clast cybersecurity defenses of Daniel’s (shared) hosting provider.
Daniel can be contacted through this form. For fellow wearers of tinfoil hats (not really), his
public PGP key can be downloaded here.

https://wordpress.org/plugins/wordpress-hebrew-date/
https://www.danielrosehill.co.il/myblog/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2019/12/Daniel_Rosehill_headshot.jpg
https://danielrosehill.co.il/en/
https://danielrosehill.co.il/en/myblog/technology/
https://www.danielrosehill.co.il/privateblog
https://danielrosehill.co.il/contact
http://danielrosehill.co.il/secure/publickey.asc
https://www.danielrosehill.co.il/myblog/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2019/11/IMG_20170629_203724-768x1024-1-768x1024.jpg
https://www.danielrosehill.co.il/myblog/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2019/11/Making-curry-in-chefs-coat-736x1024-1-736x1024.jpg
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Holding a videoconference during an apartment

housewarming with Mr. P. Clancy

Currying at Hannah’s old apartment. We’re both in

less squalid conditions now, thankfully!

Participating in an international summit

https://www.danielrosehill.co.il/myblog/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2019/11/IMG_20170629_203724-768x1024-1-768x1024.jpg
https://www.danielrosehill.co.il/myblog/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2019/11/Making-curry-in-chefs-coat-736x1024-1-736x1024.jpg
https://www.danielrosehill.co.il/myblog/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2019/11/Untitled-1.jpg
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OTHER LINKS

Newsletter

Writing on Other Sites

Ghostwriting

YouTube

Spotify

Github

Danbuntu 18.04 (LTS)

Press Kit

Contact Me

Contact Me (Anon)

TOP POSTS

Freelance Writing Pricing: Per Word, Per Hour, or Per Project? And How Much Of Each?

How to: Create a Password-Protected WordPress Staging Environment Using Softaculous And

Cloud�are Access

My (Unorthodox) Productivity Resolution For This Year — Be Less ‘Responsive’!

The #weddingofalifetime PR campaign

Ireland vs. Israel: My Thoughts After 5 Years

Aliexpress ⁄ Amazon ⁄ Android ⁄ apps ⁄ AWS ⁄ Backup ⁄ backups ⁄ Cloud storage ⁄ cooking ⁄
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